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Lee Milteer:  Hi, everybody. Welcome to Millionaire Smarts. This is your host Lee Milteer, 
and I have a great treat for you today. I have a fabulous book I've just finished. It's called: 
Live An Extraordinary Life: Six Commitments to Live Your Dreams to Change Your 
World, by the one and only Mr. David Bush. Now, let me tell you something about him and 
his background, because his background is very important for you to understand how great 
his book is. He is an author, a speaker, a results coach. Now, after succeeding as a former 
All-American college athlete in the University of South Dakota's football team, and 
graduating with a degree in mass communications, David pursued a professional football 
career. 

Lee Milteer: Now, he landed a starting role with the Iowa Barnstormers of the Arena 
Football League in Iowa. There's a lot of things to say in there. And after four years of 
playing professional football and two trips to the world championships game in 1996 and 
1997, David entered the world of mortgage banking, which is quite different from football in 
some ways, and quickly became a top producing mortgage consultant and business owner 
of a regional mortgage brokerage. 

Lee Milteer: Now, after 10 years of mortgage banking, he ventured into the world of peak 
performance, our world, and he began coaching entrepreneurs to live their dreams and 
change their world. He now leads a team of certified coaches who coach thousands of 
individuals around the world. He's a highly sought off speaker who motivates and inspires 
audiences with success stories of transformation and strategies that lead to an 
extraordinary success and significance. He and his wife, Krista, have three beautiful 
children, and when you look at his website, you can see how beautiful these children really 
are. First, I want to welcome you, David, to the Millionaire Smarts program. 

David Bush: I feel so honored Lee. I've been a follower of yours for many years and have 
been very impressed with the kind of people that you bring on your show, and you provide 
so much expertise to all of your members and coaching clients. So I just feel honored to be 
able to get a chance to talk with the one and only Lee. My goodness. We're going to have 
some fun today. 

Lee Milteer: Yes we are. I was very excited about reading your book, and thank you for all 
the nice things. Now, I just want to say, everybody who's listening today, we're facing 
many challenges on earth, and David has overcome challenges in his physical health, his 
finances, his relationships, his attitude towards life. He has evolved into a man we can truly 
admire. David, not only did you write this great book, Live An Extraordinary Life, you 
also wrote something that is really fascinating, The Extraordinary Life Planner, which we'll 
talk about in a few minutes. 
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Lee Milteer: So, he has a really good package that everybody should really get involved 
with. But the book really inspired me because you have this great story. But the first 
question I have is, in your own words, exactly what makes a human being extraordinary? 

David Bush: I think that the person that controls the definition of the word extraordinary 
controls the argument. And the definition from Merriam-Webster's dictionary is to go above 
and beyond what's usual, regular, and customary. That's not very hard to do. When you 
just think about what is ordinary, what's normal in the world, you don't have to do a whole 
lot more than that to be above and beyond what's usual, regular, and customary. The 
second definition is exceptional to a very marked extent. 

David Bush: I think that, that's where the most people would've would come to the 
definition of extraordinary. They don't think of it as just being a little bit above and beyond 
what's usual, regular, and customary. They think of exceptional living. They think about 
opulent wealth, and power, and privilege, and prestige, and status, and recognition. What I 
have learned Lee is, is that the first definition is really what leads to the second definition. 

David Bush: If you want to have exceptional living, you want to have all the things, you 
want to have all the money, the fame, the riches, the power, the influence. It really starts 
with just you choosing to go a little bit above and beyond what's usual, regular, and 
customary, and you start habit stacking, and you start climbing this mountain called living 
an extraordinary life. Through that, you become extraordinary. I don't think that it has 
anything to do with your genetics or your heritage or your looks, or your weaknesses or 
strengths. I think that it really has to do with your attitude. 

David Bush: That's one of the main reasons of why I wanted to write the book, is that I 
had seen so many people that just made a decision that they wanted to be more, do more, 
and have more, and they just needed a process to follow, to help them to climb that 
mountain. I've just seen a lot of people that are very ordinary people just like me. I mean, 
you said some very nice things about some accolades, but I could tell you that there were 
people that were significantly more talented. 

David Bush: They were significantly faster, bigger, stronger, but they didn't have a dream, 
they didn't have a desire that was equal to mine, and so I was able to do things that others 
could have done, maybe should have done, but didn't do because they just didn't have a 
dream that was big enough that helped them overcome their reasons of why not to do it. 
So, that's what I would say. I would start by just saying the simplicity is daily commitment 
to going above and beyond what's usual, regular, and customary for you. Not for 
everybody else, but for you. And if you keep doing that, before you know it, you're living a 
pretty extraordinary life. 

Lee Milteer: David, everybody who's going to be watching us is one of us. They are 
entrepreneurs, business owners, creative kind of people in many, many different 
industries. One of the things that I've observed a lot in life in the last, say decade, is that 
people want to be famous, but they don't really want to do anything to get famous for it. I 
mean, their whole effort is about being famous instead of doing the extra and over and 
above. 
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Lee Milteer: As entrepreneurs, the only way that we can get clients, keep clients and 
customers and patients, and all of our world is to literally be extraordinary. There's so 
much competition. So, what do you say to ... I know you must speak in a lot of different 
places, then people must ask, "Well, do I really have to work this hard to do this?” 

David Bush: Yeah. The truth is, is that most people living in the United States don't have 
to work that hard to be above and beyond what's usual, regular and customary. But if you 
want to have the very best, if you want to have the best impact, if you want to have the 
best income, if you want to have the best influence, if you want to have the best anything, 
yeah, there's no other way of doing it. The ladder is something that you have to climb. 
There is no elevator. There is something where you just have to take the steps and you 
have to be willing to go through the sacrifice. 

David Bush: Here's what I've found, Lee, is, is that, I think that people have gotten the 
wrong perception of work. They've thought of work as being something that they don't want 
to do. And who we become in doing the work, and I know that you have worked hard to 
build the empire that you have, and I'm sure there was days where you did not like doing 
the work, but you like having done the work. Just like exercise, I don't ... There's not a 
whole lot of people that actually love exercise. There are some people that are fitness 
fanatics or exercise enthusiasts, but majority of people don't necessarily like getting up 
early or doing the huffing and puffing, or whatever they have to do to burn calories and to 
exercise. 

David Bush: But I would say that most everyone loves having exercised, just like I believe 
that people would love having done the work that helps them to live a more extraordinary 
life and to make an extraordinary impact, to leave a shadow that cast, or cast a shadow 
beyond the grave. I think that people want to have a life of significance and success. And 
the only way is to sacrifice. The only way is to take some of these commitments that I 
wrote in the book, and I didn't create them. I just did them. I love the phrase that John 
Maxwell says, a lot of people come up to him and say, "I want to do what you do." 

David Bush: And he said, "You can. You just have to did what I did. And what I did was a 
lot of work. What I did was sacrifice. What I did was master my craft. And if you want to do 
that, the opportunity is yours. It's just disguised as work." That's where the simplicity of why 
so many people, as Henry David Thoreau, the great philosopher said, the mass of men 
and women live lives of quiet desperation. I know that, that's not this group, but what I 
think that this group probably could use the biggest reminder of is the definition of 
complacency. 

David Bush: Complacency is defined in the dictionary as self-satisfied, unaware of 
possible dangers. I think that when you're successful, you become content, you become, 
at some level, complacent, and you don't live your full potential. You don't make your 
biggest impact. You don't take new challenges and new risks, and that begins the starting 
of the slide, or the camping out in what I call the comfort cave. It's like you're less than your 
full potential. And you're less in relationships, you're less in your health, you're less in your 
finances, you're less in your business impact. 
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David Bush: That's where I wanted to challenge entrepreneurs and executives to take 
that look at, what is the peak of your extraordinary life mountain? If you were to evaluate 
things, what would it look like? If you could really do what you really wanted to do, and you 
weren't so focused on time, or work, or expenses, and risks, and you just did what your 
heart's desire was, what would that look like? That challenge has really led to some great 
conversations. 

Lee Milteer: Well, I think people need to have those conversations. I really want you to ... 
You have a really great story, your football story. Look, I'm not even really a football 
person, but your story actually was very dramatic to me. I remember talking to my husband 
after I read the book, because he follows football, and I was telling him about your story. 
He got so excited. Tell us how you're playing football in college, and you're very excited, 
and you've determined that you want to be a professional football player. So, share with us 
this story. 

David Bush: Yeah. I grew up in Southern California. My grandfather played at a school 
called the University of Southern California, which is a major college in Southern 
California, known for its football program. I kind of grew up as the next heir apparent. He 
played at a major college, and he actually died of a heart attack when my mom was 16, 
and he was 47. He was a security guard at an LA Rams football game. So, my calling, I 
guess, was to kind of live up to my grandfather's shoes and potential, because he left the 
earth a little too early. A lot of my family would just say I looked like him, and out of 11 
grandchildren, I just had the greatest resemblance. Early in my life, I felt a calling to fulfill 
the legacy. 

David Bush: And it wasn't a bad thing. It was actually a fun thing to think about, because 
I, even though I never met him, he was somebody that achieved some level of greatness 
that I aspired to. Because I like football. I was a big kid when I was growing up. My parents 
said I was kind of like a trashcan. You could step on my foot and my mouth would open, 
and they'd throw all the leftovers away. I got away with being a big kid. I graduated high 
school, 327 pounds, but I went to a really small high school. So, I didn't get noticed and I 
didn't have a lot of recruiting efforts, where people were attracted to me, because I went to 
one of the smallest divisions in California, which there's a lot of kids playing football. 

David Bush: I made a decision that I wanted to follow my dream. So, I went to a junior 
college and got an opportunity there to get on the team and followed my dream, to the 
point where I got a college scholarship to University of South Dakota. I tell people I was 
just one consonant off from going to USC. I went to USD, which is about 1,700 miles away, 
but great opportunities there. I flourished there. I became an All-American there, and 
somewhat undersized in terms of the NFL. I was only 6'1". They like to see guys that are 
6'3", 6'4" and bigger. So, I had another challenge. 

David Bush: I didn't get recruited by the NFL or the Canadian Football League, so I got in 
my first sales job, Lee, and I made my first contact list of every single person that was a 
player, personnel, director in NFL, CFL, World Football League, anybody that paid people 
to play football, they were getting called by me, which was a hard job. I mean, many of us 
know what it's like to reach out to somebody cold. It's another thing when you don't have 
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100% belief that you're talented enough to do what you want to do, but you really have a 
dream of doing it. 

David Bush: That's where it started off and went through a few failures and learned how 
persistence was really a key and commitment was really key when people told you that 
you're not good enough, and when you shouldn't be doing what you're doing. How it tested 
my persistence and commitment and desire. With a lot of effort and a lot of work, I was 
able to earn an opportunity to play for a new arena football team, which is an indoor 
football team. A lot of people know of the indoor football because of a guy by the name of 
Kurt Warner. Kurt Warner was the recent star of the American Underdog, a famous movie 
that just got real least in December. And he was our quarterback. 

David Bush: He started in 1995 as the quarterback. I started in 1995 as the offensive 
center. What I like to tell people is that, had it not been for me handing him the ball, he 
never would've made the movie. He wouldn't have gone to the NFL, but a little bit of 
litigation, still working on that. But yeah, so I got a chance to hike the ball to a guy that 
went on to fulfill his dreams at a higher level in the NFL, and I got a chance to play four 
years in a professional football league when I probably would've been considered 
undersized, under talent, and underappreciated for what I could bring to the table. 

David Bush: But my will to win, my will to persist and proceed to find a way on a team 
despite the obstacles was one of the great lessons for me. After four years of playing, I 
suffered what a lot of experts call a career ending lack of talent, and I had to move on from 
... Some people have injuries. I just had a lack of talent. But I was okay with moving on 
because I had done what I needed to do to prove to myself that I didn't leave anything on 
the table. I did everything I could to play at the highest level. 

David Bush: And I realized that there were guys that were more talented than I was. I 
wasn't dreaming about sitting on the sidelines. That wasn't my dream. My dream was to 
play, and I played at a high level. Then I took that dream and moved on to other things. 
Now 20 years later, to see a movie be made out about the life and relationships of a guy 
that I had a connection to, friendship with, is just so powerful because it's not just our 
dream. 

David Bush: I may not have achieved my highest football dreams, but I was put into a 
position where I had a close friendship with a guy who's impacted a large number of 
people. Even though not all dreams get fulfilled, I think that your dream can lead to another 
person's dream, and their dream fulfills you. Because seeing what Kurt Warner has done 
in the world and in football is very fulfilling to me to know that I played a part in his journey 
and his relationships and his faith, and that was really fulfilling to me. So, it was one of the 
most powerful things in my almost 50 years of living, is to go through the adversity and find 
my way into that level of professional football. 

Lee Milteer: It would be kind of fun to say, David, that your real purpose got shown to you 
in football but is now exhibiting itself as a coach now because you went through a big slice 
of hell. I mean, you got to read the book to really know all the deep details. And I want to 
tell you, the book is tiny and small and really worth every minute you spend reading it. I 
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completely enjoyed it. I never miss a page when I'm interviewing somebody because this 
one page can make a difference on how you see someone completely. 

Lee Milteer: I came out of the book, David, realizing there were very few people who 
would've gone to the lengths that you went to, to make sure you could play some football. 
But now, being a coach, particularly to entrepreneurs, I mean, we're not playing football 
every day, but there's hell on every corner no matter where we are, and that we all need to 
be inspired. I think your current career is really your soul's calling because of what you did 
before. So, is that your jersey behind you? 

David Bush: It is, yeah. It's the Barnstormer Jersey that I wore in the Arena Bowl and the 
Arena Football, what they call the arena bowl. It would be the equivalent of the Super 
Bowl, an Arena Football, and just a great reminder. Then I've got my ... I ran a half 
marathon last year, so that's my half marathon medal. Just finding new ways to overcome 
adversity and to challenge myself to do hard things, whether it's football, if people aren't 
sports fans. One of the things I write about is one of the commitments in the book is to 
agree to do hard things. 

David Bush: I think that unfortunately our culture has gotten to the point where we don't 
challenge people to do hard things, and people think failure is the opposite of success. I 
think you and I both know that failure is the bridge to success. If you're not failing, you're 
not succeeding at the highest level. You could find success and have no failure because 
you set your goals really small. But if you set your goal on something that's really 
extraordinary and it's something that really has some meaning and purpose to you, like 
football was for me, and you go after it, and you organize your life around it so that your 
calendar matches your goal, you learn some things about yourself, and you prove to 
yourself what you're capable of. 

David Bush: I mean, I never ran long distances, Lee, but once I started to prove to myself 
that I could do hard things, I just started signing up to do more hard things, not to just say 
that I did them, but to challenge myself to not think, that's too far, that's too long, I'm too 
old, I'm too big, whatever the excuse of the day is. I think that entrepreneurs and top sales 
executives can get into that same rut, where they can start thinking smaller than their 
potential, just because they're the best, or because they have some level of extraordinary 
success. 

David Bush: And so they look out at all the people around them and they say, well, I'm 
doing better than most. Well, yeah, but you're not doing best you could do. What would 
that look like if you could do that and what would be the difference in your life if you were 
doing the best you could? When your life comes to an end, would you have less regrets? 
Would you have less significance if you don't go out and do something like this? I think that 
the answer is, yes, you would have less significance. You may have been successful, but 
you may not have been as significant because you avoided hard things, and you took a life 
of leisure and contentment versus challenging yourself. 

David Bush: I don't think that it all has to be challenging. I don't think your life needs to be 
constant failure, but I think that something every year, that really challenges you, that you 
have no idea how you're going to pull it off. You just say, I'm going to do this. One of them, 
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for me, was this book. I didn't go to school to play school. I went to college to play football. 
I didn't really have a real strong interest in the education sector. So, writing a book was a 
significantly hard thing. 

David Bush: I know you've got a whole volume of stuff behind you. It is hard to do, but it 
teaches you something about what you're capable of doing just by staying consistent, 
going a little bit above and beyond every single day. 

Lee Milteer:  One of the things I loved about your book, and you use a mountaintop and a 
cave as a point of reference, but you have four different kinds of people. You have ordinary 
life river rafters, valley dwellers, comfort cave campers, and extraordinary life cliff climbers. 
Would you go through those four? We all know that we are in the good one. We're in the 
good section, by the way, but just ... By the way, I call most of these people civilians, and 
anybody who's been with me for a long time. Civilians are people who are just average, 
floating through life, somebody else is sending home a check. At five o'clock, they come 
home and have a beer and watch TV. Okay? That's badly the definition of civilians for me. 

David Bush: Yeah. Well, I think that all of us entrepreneurs could be immediately 
categorized as cliff climbers because of the fact that we have assumed risk to provide for 
ourselves. We have taken on a business venture that oftentimes takes time, takes effort 
and sacrifice. So, I would say that most entrepreneurs by default, are cliff climbers, but I 
have found entrepreneurs that have slipped into the other categories, even though they 
are an entrepreneur. So, the very first category is the cliff climber. The cliff climber is 
somebody that's in constant pursuit of an extraordinary life, physically, mentally, 
financially. 

David Bush: They understand, what are the habits? And their calendar is matching their 
future goals. They're in pursuit climbing to their next peak. As Robert Schuller used to say, 
every time you get to a new peek, P-E-E-K, you get a peak, P-E-A-K at your next peek, 
right? So, you get a peek at your next peak. I think I said that wrong, P-E ... You get a 
peek at your next peak, P-E-A-K. So, I think that there is a certain amount of entrepreneurs 
that are in full pursuit. For those people, they are the extraordinary entrepreneurs. They're 
the extraordinary living human beings that we stand back and we are in awe of. And 
oftentimes, those are the people that challenge us to go live extraordinary lives ourselves. 

David Bush: For those of you that are doing ... You're crushing it with your physical 
health, you're crushing it with your mental health, and you're doing amazing despite the 
pandemic, you've got flourishing relationships and you've got flourishing finances, your 
business is in growth mode, and you are innovative and thinking about new things. That, to 
me, is the ultimate of cliff climbers. The next phase is the person that's more of a comfort 
cave camper. 

David Bush: That comfort cave camper is somebody that maybe has had a high level of 
success. We all have complacency. We all have times where we take a little break in the 
camp and we just camp out in our comfort and we celebrate. But how long? How long do 
you need to camp out in that comfort cave? Too much complacency and you'll become 
self-satisfied and you'll be unaware of the possible dangers that will lurk. 
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David Bush: Then there's the next group of people that are in the valley of complacency. 
Those are the people that are really at a point where they just don't have any inspiring 
dreams and goals that are moving them to take on the work, to make the sacrifice, to take 
the risks, to really go after it. I think that most of those people, and I think that a lot of 
entrepreneurs are surrounded by those people, where we either employ them, or we are in 
relationship, friends or family member-wise. We have those people that are very 
complacent. 

David Bush: Those valley dwellers are oftentimes the ones that slip into the river rafting of 
the ordinary life river. The ordinary life river is just this obesogenic society, where 
everywhere we turn, we have more food to eat than exercise to do. We have a whole lot of 
debt that we can accumulate. We have a whole lot of things that we can blame to basically 
just kind of go with the flow. Those people, I've seen entrepreneurs slip into those. I had 
been one of those people. When I was in the mortgage business and the mortgage crisis 
hit, that was extremely painful. 

David Bush: There was a lot of things that got pulled away from my Kung Fu grip, even 
though I had worked very hard. It wasn't because I was lazy. I had worked really hard, but I 
had things pulled away from me, and so I kind of slid down the mountain financially, and 
physically, and mentally. I kind of got into that river of just going with the flow and drinking 
a little too much, eating too much. Then I went over the waterfall of ordinary living and 
ended up having a back surgery. I had gone through the spanking machine, so to speak. 

David Bush: That really got me motivated to find a new peak. It was through a friend of 
mine that challenged me to get healthier. During that season, I ended up losing a hundred 
pounds. So, I know what it's like to go over the waterfall of ordinary living and just 
unhealthy relationship challenges. I mean, there's people that are going through divorces 
or financial bankruptcy because their business went south because of the pandemic. What 
I wanted to do is bring them hope, Lee. I wanted to let them that if they had gone over that 
waterfall, there was still an opportunity for them to get out, set their eyes on where they 
wanted to go, clarify their biggest dreams, and to go out there and start taking the steps to 
move towards where they want to go. 

David Bush: Here I am 13 years later and I'm encouraging other people to do the exact 
same thing that I just did using the book and the extraordinary life system. 

Lee Milteer: Well, I think you're right on. I also suffered the 2008, memorable time, and I 
had a lot of mortgage bankers. I had a lot of clients as real estate companies. My business 
was just thriving at a point that had never thrived before, and I was like on the top of the 
world, and then life had a big laugh and shaved most of that away. Then I'm like, okay, 
plan B. I grew up super poor. It was really only me that was going to make anything of 
myself. I didn't have a lot of support in the external world. So, I completely agree with 
everything that you're saying. We all have to have the come to Jesus talk with our self 
occasionally of how, where am I and where am I going? And where's the trajectory of my 
life heading? 

Lee Milteer: Have I allowed myself to fall in these very detrimental habits? And my 
hanging around civilians and I'm allowing them to influence me. That's why I think your 
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book talked to me so much. It was so important to understand that. You also have in here; 
you've offered six wonderful solutions. Let's go into those one by one. I'll let you sort of 
lead the way, but this is why I really wanted to interview you, the six extraordinary 
commitments, as you call it. By the way, anybody knows, who's seen my book, everything 
is underlined in yellow. I always joke with people, you can read that book I just finished. 
Everything important is underlined. So, your book is completely filled with yellow. 

David Bush: Very cool. 

Lee Milteer: So, talk about the ... Yes. 

David Bush: Yeah. In terms of the simplicity of it, I mean, I think that it was Patrick 
Lencioni that said most people don't need to be taught something new. They need to be 
reminded of something that they already knew. For me personally, that's these six simple, 
extraordinary commitments, that if you commit to make them, you commit to installing 
these as a part of your daily mode of operandi, you're going to end up having extraordinary 
success and significance. The first one is to live your calling. 

David Bush: I think that each and every one of us has been called to be, or to do, or to 
have something. I don't know what that is for everybody, but I do think that if we will spend 
some time thinking about the things that break our heart, or the things that fill our heart, I 
think that each and every one of us was put on this earth to help other people in some 
way. I don't know what that way is for you, but I do think that when you start living that 
calling, and it could be through your work, or it could through your charitable activities, or it 
could be through other things that ... Relationships, helping young kids out, whatever. 

David Bush:     But finding your calling gives you purpose. And that gives you a greater 
sense of wanting to do the work because you're fulfilling a mission or a purpose or a 
calling that's greater than you. if it was just about our dreams and our goals, Lee, maybe 
we wouldn't be as motivated to do it. But when we feel like that we're making an impact on 
other human beings, and you're making an impact on causes, and things of that nature, 
that gives us great purpose to wake up in the morning and do the things that are hard to do 
to keep us going. 

David Bush: The second one is to engage in your dreams. I love Zig Ziglar when he said, 
his quote was, "Motivation is like bathing. If you don't do it daily, life begins to stink." When 
I think of the word, engage in your dreams, I think of it as almost like bathing in your 
dreams. I know you do an amazing job with vision boards and other things that really help 
people to clarify their dreams. Henry David Thoreau said, "Have you built your castles in 
the sky? Good, that's where they should be. Now build the foundations underneath them." 

David Bush: I think that some people have just got away from dreaming in the clouds and 
they're now just dreaming at street level. They're thinking, what can I accomplish versus 
what is so impossible that it would take a miracle of God for me to fulfill it? Because when 
you have big dreams that are challenging, and just almost impossible, it becomes like a 
puzzle that you show up every day to put together. And it's not so much about 
achievement as much as it is fulfillment. And each and every one of us has different 
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dreams. I think that we need to engage in our dreams to feel like we are motivated to do 
the things that we need to do. The third one is to- 

Lee Milteer: Okay. 

David Bush: Oh, go ahead. 

Lee Milteer: I got to stop you for a second. 

David Bush: Yeah. 

Lee Milteer:  Do you feel that the current environment of the news and the relentless 
negative, negative, negative has killed some people's spirit to believe that they can 
achieve things when everything seems so whacked out in the world? 

David Bush: Yeah. I love the quote that says, "Our thoughts dictate our appetite." I think 
that when people are feeding their brain, what I would say an unhealthy dose of mental 
nutrition, you are going to have a different mindset about what you're hungry for in the 
future. Because just like as you know, if you eat crap food, you feel like crap. If you eat 
healthy food, you may not like eating it compared to the crap that you take, that you eat, 
but you're going to like having eaten it because of the results that you get. 

David Bush: I do think, Lee, that there's some shaping of our mindset. There's some 
shaping of our culture, just based upon the pandemic, based upon the financial 
circumstances. But I do think that there's an opportunity everywhere. I write this in the 
book and I tell people to just take out a pen and paper and write these letters down from 
left to right. If you write these letters down from left to right, you will be awakened to a 
whole new perspective, and the letters are O-P-P-O-R-T-U-N-I-T-Y I-S N-O-W-H-E-R-E. 
Give it to you one more time. O-P-P-O-R-T-U-N-I-T-Y I-S N-O-W-H-E-R-E. And what most 
people will see when they read those letters in that sequence is what 

Lee Milteer: Opportunity is nowhere? 

David Bush: Opportunity is nowhere, because that's the way that they read it. And if they 
read it that way, and they say that, that's the truth, then that's the truth for them. But when 
you have a coach or when you have somebody like you, Lee, that's there to add 
perspective, is that you just divide the O and the W and you create a space. I'm sorry, the 
W and the H. You separate the W and the H and you read it, Opportunity is ... 

Lee Milteer: Here. 

David Bush: Now here. 

Lee Milteer: Now here. 

David Bush: It's the exact same facts, but you chose to read it differently, so you saw a 
totally different definition of the exact same letters in the exact same sequence. So, your 
perspective determines your path, your perspective determines your pace. That's where 
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engaging in your dreams, if you're not being coached to do that, you're not going to get 
that from the news and TikTok and Instagram and Facebook. You're going to get a bunch 
of memes and a bunch of whackadoodle stuff, but if you want to motivate yourself, you got 
to bathe in your dreams and wash off all that icky sauce stuff that gets on you living with 
civilians or living with everyday life in America. 

David Bush: Then you got to agree to make hard choices. If you want to make an 
extraordinary impact and make an extraordinary income, you all know you need to make 
hard choices. I don't know what those hard choices for you are. For me, it was drinking 
less. For me, it was eating a little healthier. For me, it was exercising. For me, it was 
finding new things that challenged me, that I didn't really want to do them, but I knew that 
they were the bridge that was going to take me to where I really wanted to go, and I had to 
just keep may them day after day, after day until they became a habit. 

David Bush:  And when I made a commitment to do it, I just now say, when people say, 
"Oh, man, that sounds hard." I go, "Well, that's exactly what I do. I do hard things." I don't 
like doing them. I just like having done them. I'm not perfect at it. I'm still are work in 
progress. But if you make that commitment, Lee, you know that when you commit to do 
hard things, most people won't do hard things. So, you'll automatically get extraordinary 
opportunities. You'll automatically stand out in a busy marketplace. You'll automatically be 
different. And you have a different unique selling proposition or unique value proposition 
when you say we do hard things that other people don't do, and we deliver extraordinary 
customer service. 

David Bush: Then the fourth commitment is we decide to fail forward. We're not afraid of 
failure. We're always going to be innovating. We're always going to be trying to move 
ourself to another level of success. We're going to try new initiatives. We're not going to 
just keep doing all the things we've always done and not be pioneering something that's 
going to advance us or advance others. Whatever that may be for you, I used an example 
in the book about doing a flip off a diving board. When I was about 10 years old is when I 
quit doing a flip, because I didn't want to fail anymore. 

David Bush: Because when I was at a public pool, a lot of friends would make fun of me 
because I was a heavy kid, and I just, for some reason, could not figure out how to get my 
legs over. All of a sudden, my four-year-old son decides to do a flip and he is got a life 
jacket on. He doesn't even know how to do a flip, and right in front of my own eyes, he 
made a decision, not knowing the risks of failure, and just did a flip. It just awakened me to 
be like, I'm going to do that. 

David Bush: I just decided that day, Lee, that I was going to fail my way forward. I was not 
going to leave the pool, where I live, at the age of 35, a hundred pounds overweight, I was 
going to do a flip off that diving board, and I was not going to quit until I had done it. It took 
me about three times. All of a sudden, I did it. And it was that point where I decided to say, 
you know what, I'm going to go off the high dive. And I jumped off the high dive and I did 
flip off the high dive. 

David Bush: I started thinking about all the things in my life that I had just gotten 
comfortable with, and I said, no more am I going to be comfortable. I'm going to keep 
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challenging myself to fail my way forward. And that's what led me to lose a hundred 
pounds. And then all of a sudden, I started taking more risks, I started repurposing some of 
the things I was passionate about. I started working with people in the world of healthy 
living and lifestyle coaching. And I walked away from the mortgage business that had been 
so great to me to start coaching people on things that I was really passionate about. And lo 
and behold, it's blessed me a lot. Any questions on those before I get to the final two? 

Lee Milteer: I love the story you just decided. I think a lot of people think too much and 
when they start to think too much about things, they give themselves reasons why it really 
can't happen. I love that you just decided to do that, because in my career and in my life, 
pretty much, I decided to do something, and had I actually really known all the things I was 
going to have to do, it might have scared me to death, but I pride myself on sometimes 
being naïve, and I'm just going to jump in and do it. 

Lee Milteer: The worst thing that can happen is I fail. If I fail, then I learn something. But 
somehow or another, I will figure my way through it. I just love that when our world is so 
pitted against people who think like this, because the general, like the kids all get trophies 
for just showing up. I think this is terrible. It's a terrible message that if you want 
something, you got to go, and the slightest little setback throws people off their trail of 
success, I call it. 

Lee Milteer: I did a hundred cities a year, public seminars from nine to four. I did six years 
of those. I coached with a woman just a few months ago who wanted to be a public 
seminar person. She only lasted a week. She said to me, "Oh my God, it's way too hard." I 
said, "I told you it was hard. I told you it would be the hardest thing you've ever done in 
your entire life. But if you can get through the first 30 days, it'll become your habit." 
Anyway, I failed at a million thing we won't talk about, but I'm not afraid and you're not 
afraid. That's really the message here for entrepreneurs, is if you really want to do 
something, expect you're going to fail, and then you're not surprised, and then you can 
keep going. Okay. So, the last two are? 

David Bush: Yeah. Expand your perspective. I love, Mark Twain once said, "It's not what 
you know that gets you into trouble, it's all the things you know for absolute certain that just 
aren't so." I think that how you have built such a successful career is that you awaken 
people to the things that they do not know that they do not know. And you awaken them to 
the things that they know in the flaws, or the errors in their thought process of what they 
think they can't do, or what they think that they can do, but then they fall short because 
they don't know what they don't know. 

David Bush: So, expanding your perspective is just being in a steady commitment to 
outside perspective, whether it's being a part of the success club or whether it's being a 
part of your coaching programs, or whether it's being a part of a daily diet of healthy 
nutritious information for your mind. That's going to continue to expand your perspective, 
and you're never done with your expanding your perspective. And as your perspective 
increases and it begins to become more awakened, you become more attractive as a 
person because you now understand and see things differently. 

David Bush: 
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That couldn't be more important than right now. With all the things that we're dealing with. 
Whether it's your antivirus or pro, or anti masking or pro masking, or all the different ways 
that people think. If you expand your perspective and you see the world from the eyes of 
other people, you will become more aware of what they're dealing with. And just being in 
the people business for as long as I've been, I become very aware how my perspective is 
increasing on a daily basis, as I've really sought out other people's perspective, and I've 
made a steady commitment to expanding it. 

David Bush: Then the final one is to resolve to achieve your goals. That might sound a 
little bit cliché, is to resolve to achieve your goals. But when you look at the definition of 
resolve in the dictionary, it talks about making a commitment to the accomplishment of 
something. When you resolve to do something, you have become resolute, you become to 
the point where ... I know that New Year's resolutions have become kind of laissez faire 
these days, but when it comes to resolving to achieve your goals, you are now looking for 
solutions to achieve them. 

David Bush: You're not looking for excuses or reasons of why you can't do them. You're 
looking for reasons to do them. Even though you may miss a deadline, you still achieve the 
goal by a particular timeframe because you have become resolute and accomplishing it. 
Making those six commitments do not guarantee an extraordinary life. What they do is they 
give you a really good chance of finding your calling, finding your dreams and fulfilling 
them, agreeing to make hard choices helps you to become more, helps you to become 
more of a better parent or grandparent or spouse, because now you're doing things that 
most other people aren't doing. 

David Bush: And if you move through the process of all those different six commitments, it 
starts to shape you into a more significant human being, which just becomes more 
attractive in the marketplace. A lot of this stuff maybe is things that we already knew, but 
again, I was hopefully going to remind all of you, through the stories of my own life and 
through the stories of others, how you could climb that mountain and live an extraordinary 
life. 

Lee Milteer: Well, you've done an extraordinary job on it. I also love very much, if you're 
watching on video, you can see David has a lot of worksheets to craft your own wellness 
plan in a lot of different ways. He also has a landing page; you can go and download that. 
One of the other fascinating things that you talked about was your mental well-being. I love 
this part of, do you want to add any of these adventures to your life? I expect it to be one 
page, and it's, let's see two, three, three, four, five, it's six pages. It's six pages of, oh, go 
zip lining, learn to dance, go backpacking, start your own business, write a book, ride a 
motorcycle, go snowmobile. 

Lee Milteer: I mean, I love this because I think there's a point in most entrepreneurs' life 
where we're so busy working, that we sort of forget that we are adrenaline junkies, to be 
honest. I mean, we get great adrenaline from success in accomplishing things, but also 
accomplishing things that aren't part of the daily work routine, I think are so important, 
what you can learn from that. So, I love that. I also wanted to ask you about your wonderful 
planner that you've done, because it's called My Extraordinary Day Planner. 
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Lee Milteer:  You've done it in such a clever way that no matter what the date is and 
things to fill out. Anyway, I'm very impressed. I love this kind of stuff. I mean, I just ... This 
is the kind of stuff I like to fill out and do. I think most entrepreneurs who've been with me, 
by the way, we started Millionaire Smarts in 2003. So, we've been around a couple of 
years and we're doing pretty good. We're happy to add you to our list of famous people 
who have been on. So, how would you like to sum up today and leave some final thoughts 
with people? And then we're going to ask how everybody can get in touch with you and get 
the book and everything. 

David Bush: Yeah, you bet. Well, first of all, Lee, just thank you for your time, and thank 
you for continuing to pioneer and be a cliff climber. I think that there's many of us that have 
watched you make your ascent, and it's inspired us to do things and to be things, and to go 
after things. So, just thank you for your pioneering spirit and your cliff climbing mindset. 
Then second of all, I'd just say, for those of you that are watching today, if something that I 
said today inspired you to start thinking about something more extraordinary in your life. 

David Bush: There are some people out there right now that are listening to this that are 
going through some really difficult seasons. Physically, you may have been given a 
diagnosis that's significant and you don't know necessarily what to do with that. Or maybe 
you've had a relationship challenge, a loss of a loved one, a loss of a child, a loss of a 
relationship. That's not a death, but it's just a separation where you've just lost connectivity 
to somebody that's important to you. Or maybe you're in a financial situation where you 
have fallen off the cliff and you're desperate. 

David Bush: I just want to just share with you that there is hope, and there is an 
opportunity for you to get back to where you were and to go beyond. I can't promise you 
that you're going to live for forever. What I can do is I can promise you, you can add more 
life to your years. Even if you're given five years to live, you can add more life to those five 
years. It all starts with how you see it, right? How you see your life is how you'll do your 
life. 

David Bush: My hope is, is that you walk out of this presentation with a conversation with 
yourself, to ask yourself, what do I want to do? What do I want to be? What would an 
extraordinary life ... Come up with your own definition. Write out the word, my extra life on 
a sheet of paper, and then start writing down bullet points and say, what would you need to 
be, do, and have before you left this earth to make you feel like you had lived an 
extraordinary life? Like your kids would say, "My mom or my dad lived an extraordinary 
life. They finished well." 

David Bush: Because sometimes, I don't know if you watch sports game, but oftentimes 
it's in the final couple of minutes, where somebody has an amazing comeback victory and 
finishes the game strong. Win or lose, if you fight to the finish, you will live an extraordinary 
life. And you will make an extraordinary impact in just a few years if you live like you're 
dying. And each and every one of us is dying. To have no regrets at the end of your life is 
a pretty significant accomplishment. So, that would be my final words, Lee, is to encourage 
everybody. 
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David Bush: The story that you are writing in the books that you have in your hand, they 
are your life story, and you get to be the author and the narrator of what your extraordinary 
life looks like. You just have to start putting pen to paper and then plug in the resources 
that can help you with that. 

Lee Milteer: So beautifully said. Tell people how they can get your wonderful books. 

David Bush: Yeah. The best thing to do is just to go to the website, which is 
theextraordinarylife.com, and there's links to resources. For all of you, there's a link to free 
stuff in there that you can go in there and you can download the Extraordinary Life 
Planner, the digital version at no cost to you, just as a free gift. I just want to say thank you 
to all of you. I'd love to hear from you. I'd love to hear about your extraordinary life and 
some of the things that you've learned, if you've implemented any of the things here today. 

David Bush: We have a little 90-day extraordinary life challenge that you can do with the 
book, with the planner. There's 90 days of individual day planners that you can fill out. 
There's free videos on the website. So, my best encouragement would be is take a hop 
over to theextraordinarylife.com and take a look at what we have, the links to buy the book 
and the planner are all on there. Lee, I just want to say thank you so much. It's been a 
pleasure and an honor. 

Lee Milteer: Thank you so much, David. It reminds me of, when I finish a speech, I always 
say to everybody, your point of power in this life is this very moment. So, take advantage 
of that point of power. That's exactly a sum up of everything that you do is that your point 
of power is right now, so do things that are going to create the future that you want. We 
need more people like you, David, out in the world. Thank you so much. I hope to be able 
to touch base with you again in the future. And folks, we're going to call it a wrap, and 
please go to the membership site to get all the goodies that we have advertised, and we'll 
see you next month. Thank you so much. 


